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Den yells and cheers
The boys should construct a cheer for the den themselves, with assistance
Make the yell rhythmic and simple, with the last word something they can shout.
Other cheers can be easily adapted 
Cheers promotes den unity and enthusiasm

Den Skits
Should be kept short (5 min tops) and involve every boy
Use short lines that are easily memorized or faked
Use simple props and/or costumes 
Teach the boys to speak loudly, slowly, and clearly 

Den Songs
You're a den leader – not a choir leader.  
Scouts can make their own instruments.  And they will be percussive.
Have fun and the scouts will too

Den Magic / Stunts
Safety first – but remember that boys do fall down and go boom
Slip in a little science or history while you're at it!

Don't let me forget to cover:
Character connection for them and us
Generation Gap / Cultural References
Moderate sensitivity
Communication
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SKITS

The Lost Quarter
Scene: One person acts as a lamp post, shining a flashlight on the ground. 
Another (# 1) is groping around in the pool of light.
A third person enters, sees # 1, and asks: "What are you looking for?" 
# 1: "A quarter that I lost". 
He joins # 1, and helps him search. A fourth and fifth enter and repeat the above scene.
Finally one of them asks # 1: "Where did you loose the quarter?”
# 1: (Pointing away) "Over there: 
Boy: "Then why are you looking here?" 
# 1: "Because the light is better over here!”

EMERGENCY BROADCAST
Line up at least 6 scouts in front of pack meeting or camp fire. Leader stands behind 
boys and says the following: BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! this a test , this is only a test , this a 
test of the emergency broadcast system , if this had been a actual emergency this is 
what really would have happened.
THE BOYS GO OFF IN EVERY DIRECTION SCREAMING !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

THE TREE

1st boy stands with arms like tree branches. 
2nd boy walks in chewing gum. Pretends to remove gum and stick it on tree. 
3rd boy walks in, leans on tree, gets gum on elbow. Pulls it off and sticks it on a bench by 
the tree. 
4th boy walks in, sits on the bench stands up, pulls the gum off and throw it on the 
ground. 
5th boy walks in, steps in the gum, removes it from his shoes and sticks it on the tree. 
2nd boys comes in, sees his gum on the tree. Puts it in his mouth and walks off. 

CADENCE
The Den calls out the line  and the audience repeats the lines. 
Birdie, birdie in the sky! 
Dropped some whitewash in my eye! 
I'm no sissy, I don't cry! 
I'm just glad that cows don't fly!  
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SONGS

Tom the toad (sung to oh chirstmas tree)

Oh, Tom the toad, Oh Tom the toad 
Why are you lying in the road 
Oh, Tom the toad, Oh Tom the toad 
Why are you lying in the road 
Didn't you see that light turn red? 
Now there are tracks across your head. 
Oh, Tom the toad, Oh Tom the toad 
Why are you lying in the road?

Oh, Fred the fish, oh Fred the fish 
Why are you lying on the dish? 
Oh, Fred the fish, oh Fred the fish 
Why are you lying on the dish? 
You did not see the hook ahead 
And now your head is stuffed with bread 
Oh, Fred the fish, oh Fred the fish 
Why are you lying on the dish?

Doo-Wah-Ditty

Here we come
Just a-hiking 'cross the camp
Singing Doo-Wah-Ditty
Ditty-doo ditty-dum
Laghin' and a-singin' and
Havin' lots of fun,
Singing Doo-Wah-Ditty
Ditty-doo ditty-dum.

  Look good! [Leader]
    Look good! [Den]
  Have fun! [Leader]
    Have fun! [Den]
Look good,have fun!
Keep our leaders on the run!
Repeat the verse or make up a new one. 

GAMES

MAGIC TELEGRAM
 On a piece of paper write down ten letters from top to bottom (could be a word or just 
random letters), then let the boys make a note by using each letter.  First one done is 
the winner.

CHAIN WORD
While passing the stick around the circle or table, say a word then the next boy says a 
word that is associated with the word and so on
Ie: mouse/trap/door/knob/knee /high/school…..

Mystery Box
Place and item in a box and let one boy see it.  Have him describe the item without 
actually saying what it is.  Have the other boys guess what it is.
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OCTOPUS RACE

Divide the den into two teams of three or four boys each. Team members line up back to 
back with elbows linked. On signal they race to a turning line and back.

MINUTE JUDGING

Everyone is in a seated position. The leader looks at his watch, says "Go," and everyone 
tries to judge when a minute is up. Each indicates his guess by standing. The closest to 
the correct time is the winner

TOOL CHARADES

Instead of a title or saying, give the boys the names of tools. Each must then get his 
team to guess the tool by pantomiming its use.

SPINNING YARNS

Boys sit in a circle. The first player starts to tell any story of his own choice. At any 
point, he may stop and the next player must continue the same story. Continue around 
the circle, with each player adding to the story. The last player must end it.

Variation: Wrap short pieces of yarn. a ball. Each player slowly unwraps a piece of yarn 
as he tells his part of the story. When he comes to the end of his piece of yarn, he 
stops the story and hands the ball to the next player.

Two sample cheers
Remember the boys will write their own!

SHARK PATROL:
Looking forward 
Never Back 
Be prepared for a shark attack! 

DEN TWO:
We'll do our best for the gold and blue! 
We ARE the best! 
Den Two! Den Two! 
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